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1. Introduction and Summary.

The problem of reflection ai, refraction of electro-

magnetic waves by a dielectric medium is an old subject,

which first attracted interest in optics. Later on the

well known refraction laws, found by Snellius and Fresnel,

for a plane boundary, were applied to radio waves, espe-

cially short ones. The treatment of these problems can be

found in any text book on electromagnetic theory, e.g.

Stratton [1].

In the above mentioned cases the dielectric is assumed

to be independent of apace and time. The interaction between

an electromagnetic wave and a medium, the electrical proper-

ties of which are varying with space and time has become of

growing interest during the last years. The dynamics of non-

linear wave propagation in ionized media has been studied

in detail by Rydbeck in a number of papers (2], where among

other things the complicated case of a magneto-ionic medium

is discussed. Wilhelmsson has treated related problems in

two reports [3]. Interaction phenomena of similar types has

also been investigated by Simon [4] for a dielectric medium,

embedded in a wave guide.

The purpose of the investigation, presented in this

report, is to study the interaction between an obliquely

incident, plan* electromagnetic wave and a plane, semi-infinite

dielectric medium, the dielectric constant of which contains

a space- and time-varying component. The problem of the pos-

sible creating such a forced variation, or disturbance, lies

outside the scope of this report. In this connection refe-

rence is mad* to Rydbeck (2].

Let us first consider a medium, the dielectric constant

of which is periodically fluctuating only in time. It can then

be shown that one gets parametric resonance when the angular

frequency, ( 1, of the incident electromagnetic wave is equal

to half the angular frequency, 4 2 1 of the forced, or pumped,

variations in the disturbed medium. However, when the dis-

turbance is propagating, this resonance conditi0n becomes
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altered, We find, that in order to got resonance effects

certain relations depending on the angle of inoidence and

the phase velocities of the incident and *pump*-wave, pro-

dicted by Rydbeck [2], must be fulfilled, The harmonic time

variation of the dielectrics medium produces transmitted

and reflected waves ("non-linear" modes) on the charactoris-

tic frequencies w1 _ n w2 , where n n 0, 1, 2 ... The angles

of reflection and transmission will be functions of the

propagation parameters of the two waves as expressed by a

generalization of Snellius's law, The Investigation, final-

ly, also Includes the case where losses are taken into

account.

I want to express my sincere gratitude to Professor

O.E.H.Rydbeok, Head of the Research Laboratory of tlectro-

nice, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg for

suggesting the problem and for encouraging advice.

The work has been done under U.S.A±Lr Force Contract

A? 61(052)-451, through the European Office of Aerospace

Research.
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20 The Interaction between an obliauly inncident, ilan*

electromaineotic wave and a plane semi-lintinito miLum

with the dielectric congtant ,2 a CO I AS cooWOt - OX).
Consider a medium In which the dielectric constant 92

va:Los like

2 co + " oo*,(w 2 t .3z) (2.1)

where G0o I the permittivity of free space and Ac/c0 <<1*

is seodium (modium 2) will form the upper halt-spaco in a

coordinate system explained in Fig. 2.1. The lower half-

space is assumed to be vacuum (modium 1). It should be add-

ed, In this connection, that it to outside the scope of the

present communication, which only deals with the principal

Interaction aspects, to discuss the physical realizability

of modium variations of the nature desoribed by (2.1).

In order to find out in which way a plane, T-wavoe

with the angular frequency 01 and propagation constant k(O)

obli 7uely Incident from modium 1, [the angle of incidence

Is 4P- O)] ] will be coupled to the "pumped' sodium 2, the

wave equation must be solved and the boundary conditions

sati•slod.

ig. 2.1. A plane, eleotromagnetio wave obliquely incident

upon an oscillating, dielectric no•led.
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Miweoll ' equation* in medium 2 can be written

. a (2.2a)

9 xl. - go 1 (2.2b)

Ve2 0 (2.20)

vIt. 0. (2.2d)

Assuming that 5/8y . 0, Z3 a z. a 0 and putting E, - It, we

get from equations (2.2) and (2.1) the following wave equa-

tion

0 t
(2.3)

S 2-- [z oo.(w2t - OX)]co ao at:

___1 (0 1 ( + "W2 ) (2.3)
0°'7 75• k•(n) "

The solution ot (2.3) can be written as a eeries, namely

vj[t - k() - k(O),)
1 a 2 S2 •(W 2t - az). (2.1)

Where

S2t - n-m E A() Jn() 2 t" )
((0 I' ) (0 are th x-an .cm 5)et

In equation (2.4) ,4) and are the z- end u.o ,.
of the propagation constant In medium 2 tor the wave with

-agoa' . rrequenoy a,. ntallarly k(O) ,'(O) . ad k(°) (0 C 9F°)
*0 0iiel * ~9
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aredeotd 1q)an respectively, *to, Sine* we haye
assumed Ac/9o <<1, ve neglect seoond and higher order toers

In Ac/ 0o The first order solution will then consist of

three components with the amplitudes AMO, A(+l) ad A(-')
In the first order A(9) is determined by the Incident wave

only. A(1) and A(-4) are then found from equation (2.3) to

be

A(( 1  w2 )+ . A(o),( 2 .6)
76o o,0[ - 2k(°)] - w2 (w2 - 2o)

"2

Ac (w1 " w2)2  .~ (7
2• - (,0)] - w2 (w2 "-21

Vheal the dioturbanc~e is not propagatingit1.e. when

S• O , paurametric resonance will occur for w2 - 2ui. In our
cas,. wit • 0 , the condition .m 2140) must -lso be
fulfilled in order to get a r-esonance of A( 1 i n equaltion

(2.7) at 02 - 261. Vs will discuss related questions In

some more detail in the next paragraph.

The boundary conditions are (index 1 refers to medium

1, Oto)

31 32

(a " 0) (2.8)

Ma order to satisfy equations (2.8) we write the total

fields In the two media, considering contributions of all

order. In Av/s , In the following way, vim.



E ONx jK kWIt-x(O) snc(o) - z(o) Cs(P()11n.]L~t- e n p ~ 0  O ~f+

k(O) k(O)xI zi

+ E R exp J (w•1 + nW2 )t- (2.9)
flu- O0

+Ik(0) s (o) + + z )

and kizI

-2 "(w 2t - Ox) b(_zb ep •f[(W 1 + mw=2)t -"xk=')''- k'm)]2xx2 2 j

(2.1 o)

In equation (2.9) pn) is the angle of reflection for the
wave with angular frequency wI + n W 2 k(n) [with compcnen e
k•n) and kn)J denotes the k-value of the W1 + n W2 wave in
22 and (r wae)

wedilum 2, and ki ko" [ it onponents u ý and z
the corresponding quantity in medium 1.

Inserting the expressions (2.9) and (2.10) into (2.8)

yields

2k(0) C (O) 2k(o)
A(o) b(O). zic E

ick() con 0) + k(O) k(O) k
0 1 z2 =1 + 2

k(O) Cos 4(o) - k)) -
R(o)lo~ o)o o) m 0 o - Ri E, k 1o.

(22 . i2
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These expressions we recognize as the well-known Flesnel

formulae. The first order coefficients are found to be

A(O)b(÷;) - Einc T - . = +)_2
2-

k(+') + k(o) 2k(O)

x 1 2 (2.12a)
k(++')+k(7 k +k

21 22 z1 z2

R(+l) S A (W1+W2 )
2

26 W +2(W,2)-c 0[0+2k(0 1-1

k(o) . k(+1) 2k(O)z2 =2 Z1

k(+,)+ 077, k(O) + k(O) (2.¶2b)

Z I Z 2 z I Z 2

,(O)b(-1) a E As (W -02)

o 2 (W2w2

k('') + k(o) 2k(O)

21 22 . 1 (2.13.)k (_ 1)' + ;k)1 0o)+ k(O)

It 22 61 2 =2

k (0o) ,-2k o)" 2.

t 2 2 2 2.
0-1 k(-"' 70)O + k(O) a1b

a1 X2 21 22
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The sign of the k-;1)-terms must sometimes be ohanged.

This is discussed on page 9.

When determining the b- and R-values we have considered

only the amplitudes of the different waves. The relevant

transverse phase terms, however, must also be equal for the

various n-values in order to completely fulfil the boundary

conditions. This yields the following relations between the

k-values

k(n) - k(o) .in 9(O) , no (2.14a)
X2 0 1

+n~1  (n . o, ±1, ±,2,..)
(nn)0

kin) (n) (2.14ob)z22

where 44n) is the angle of refraction for the W1 + nw2 wave.
2 (n) .(n)I

(Note that in this case Cn) .2 ) because the mean value

of 62 is equal to 60 .)
It is important to note that in the first order the

coupling between the incident wave and the disturbed, or

pumped, medium gives rise to two different waves of the same

angular frequency, w1 + W2 or W i24 the disturbed me-

dium. If we restrict the discussion to the differenoe fre-

quency, W, - W 2 wave, we find that both waves must have

the same k-component in the x-direction because of the boun-

dary conditions at z a 0. In the s-direction one wave will

have the k-value k. kj;i) and the other one k22 = (0)2
The amplitudes of the two waves are A(O) b(-'1) for the

foremr and A(-') b(0) for the latter. Thus both wav compo-

nents travol with the same phase velocity In the x-direo-

tion, which is a characteristic featuro. The angles of re-
fraction, as well as the phase velocities in the direction

of the wave normals, are different. Those angles are deter-

mined by the following relations

(o 0 (O~

2 52 W1
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when k 2  , k(_;1)o and

i n~~ i )s i [ p (0 ) - I}

___ __ __ ___ __ __ __1 57 k o)2

{(a () ~(ko {rko~ si q)(

wh e° (k)

S. .3
2 2

k(°) -aesk()a

(k wl - 2 0

(2.,1 ,,>,,

(0))

when k k k(z

m2 2 0

and

2
2 1 -k 0). (2.16b)k"'2 0 x 2
0

In thle Connection it must be pointed out that the

sign of k2;") must be changed when t 2 > W1 in order to des-

cribe the (02 - W waves properly. This change must be made

in 9quations(2913) and in all the following formula* of the

same kind.

The value of (sinq 4 )]&(..) will become >1, If

@in f(o)> 0,,,,o), + .I, - w0 <.,I If sin 4,o)< - o)
- (I - Equation (2.15a) can in these oases be satis-

fied only by complex values of [,¶')] 2, _l), When this

2 2 S
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is the case, only surface waves, exponentially decreasing

in the s-direction, are produced in the pumped medium at

the difference frequency. In the disturbed medium the

field will decay like

k(O)

exp{- z - ' k-( Z' ) 2 
- (2.17)

,xp k"0 k(.'). .

0

It should be noted in this connection, that the abso-

lute value of

a 2 z 2

can never become > 1 for 1T0)1<90°.

In the reflected field there is only one component

for each frequency. The amplitudes are given by the corres-

ponding R-values. The angle of reflection for the -1 " 2

wave is [k(°) -

sin (o- ... (0) - m 1
;T57 k(O) k(O

mii- ---- I - - 1
12 W2  k

1 1(2.8)

Let us assume that 0 - 0. It is interesting and impor-

tant to note that we, in the (degenerate) parametric reso-

nance case w2 a 2w1 , then get a reflected wave travelling

in oposite direction to that of the incident wave. When

j• 0 we again obtain a wave in the opposite direction, if

)2 /(l I 2 -- •k•i),. The amplitude of this wave Is finite

whereas in the resonance case the amplitude is infinite

in the first order if we neglect losses Ise* equation (2.7)1.

Taking into account higher order terms in A s/C0 we

get n + 1 (n a 1, 2, 3,.o.) wave components in the die-

turbed medium for the field with angular frequenolos

W, I n w 2. Each one of these components will have a phase
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velocity and angle of refraction, determined by the k-

components 40) + nP in the x-direction and k_(1) (1 a O.
1, 20 1..0 n) in the u-direction. The ks 2 -values are do-

fined by

k(tl) j(jZL...,I..)2 .2 (k(0) 132l. (2.19)
I2 " x2

The reflected field contains only one component for

each frequency because no coupling takes place in medium 1.

The anglee of reflection become k(°) + zO

sin 9(o) + X
sin (F *(n 1 (a > o) (2.20)•n e0 2% >

The transmission and reflection conditions are dis-

cussed in more detail in the next paragraph.
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3. The interaction between an obliguo•¥ incident, glan.

oleotromanoetic wave and a Plano seml-nfi-i te medium

with the dielectric constant C- a + AC co.o.(wt - OX)a

Now consider a medium with the same properties as be-

tore but with the moan value of the dielectric constant

C2 A Co* Using the same technique as in chapter 2 and with

the same assumptions, we obtain the following wave equation

dj 52E 1 cos(W t -o)]2 =2 -2
ax a am 2 at a2 a

where

1

0 2 C £2 C + AC COO(W 2t - OX). E A

The solution of equation (3,1) will be a series of

the same form as (2.4) and the A-values are now found to

be

A(+1) e (w•+w 2 ) A(o). (3.2a)
"a2 0(0+2k o)1 - W2 ( 2  02w1 )

The b- and R-values will formally be the same as in

the caseC G 0 9 the only difference being that the factor

Ac/c replaces efto/ and 02 replaces co0

The k-valuee in medium 2 are

k(n) *(o) 9 no (3.3a)
* * in q,0)+

(n a o,.,u ,2,...)

k) ((n)n
s2 00 2 (3.3b)



where

k(n) wl 2 + f)k (n .
2 a 0 Fee2 o

The angles of reflection for the difterent waves art!

indogendent of e and the expression for them is given iii

equation (2.20). The angles of retraction, however, will

change depending upon the different phase velocities. •.e

obtain for the w1 wave

sin q(O) sin 1() (.4

2 IC p1

and tor the w I -2 waves

(i .sin y0O) k

2 u~k(1I)(2

(k(O)_2

_0 k )2  (3.5a)

Ssin (PO) -

In

k(o) -
z 1 2

{EIk(O) = +32 kO]) (.30 5b)

where we have used the same notations as in chapter 2.

In •ig. 3.1 is sketched the direction ot the wave
normals of the reflected W 1 - W2 wave for different va-

lues of W2 /W 1 . We have assumed 9(P) a 300 , cu2 / 2 and



C/cO a 1.44. (Note that in this case cp•") depends on C

bhoaus. -2/02.)

\Medium

MO..1)

=00

FPig, 3.1, The direction of the wveo normal, •.1, for the

reflected wave of angular frequency •1 " (A)2 assUmIng~d diffe-

rent values of w 2 /w 1 , when E/o a 1.44 and O(o) a o0

A reflected wave of angular frequency w, " -2 can

exist as a travelling wave only if w2/wI<Csin (p, + 1]/

(I + /%) (when 0 a w 2 /0 2 ). In other cases we get *van**-

oentoor surface waves. The w+ 2 wave, however, exists

as a reflected, travelling wave for all values of W2/I <

[I - sin 4PO)1/("/Ao "- ), and the angles of reflexion

lie between , 0)ad +90

The transmitted components of the I - 2 wave show

somewhat different properties. The one with k a (')

behaves similarly to the refleoted wave and exists only

for

I +T 90sin qI(O)
0)2 <i

2
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provided that 3 . w2 /o 2 . Fig. 3.2 shows the direction of

the wave normals for those waves.

NO.. 4VSI 144

&A .71 Me& 0. 71

Fig. 3. 2.The directin othe wave.noxuU T ,'for th trans-

aItted wave of angular frequency W a ~a k2

assuming different values of w 2 /W 1 , when c/o e 10144

,adqpO) - 360.

For the -w 2 wave with ks 2 k.o2 we get trans

mittod waves for every value of W2 /w 1 1 and we have In Fig.

3.3 shown the direction of the wave normal In this eases

-049
&O.5 mass

I /,o

•/•: co Ao,•dom I

A,-4

Pigo 3.3. The direotion of the wave normal, for the
transitted wave ot angular froquenoy o - a and kh2 =

"a kSo Aoe different values or c2/ 16 whon a/6 =o
*1.449, and 401 a 30.
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As far as the amplitudes of the different wave compo-

nents are concerned we restrict ourselves to the most inter-

esting ones, namely those with angular frequency w, " C2*

For the simplest case, namely when the mean value of e2
is equal to C and the forced disturbance in medium 2 does

not propagate (0 w 0), the first order amplitude R(_1) of

the reflected wI - W2 wave is shown in Fig. 3.4 as a func-

tion of W2 /W 1.

r-0
01306

I0po" -0

O=

S.,, oe.o I / I
jf-9o'•.4 . j/-,' -

o off 10 5 20 25 o UVW

Fig. 3.4* The first order amplitude R('1) of the reflected

- W 2 Wave as a function of W2 /w,,when n- 0, and (0)" .w1~ *m•

30- 30

In the region 0.5 < w2 /W1 < 1.5 lain f'1)1> t, i.e. only

a surface wave exists in the same, and the amplitude of

this wave Is shown by the dotted curve in FIg. 304. The

figure shows that we get regular parametric resonance

(which is finite in the second order theory) when W2/W1
a 2, as expeoted. oe alse got two other resonances, namely

when *2/WI a 0.5 and 1.5 These resonances, whish take

place when 1) I 9,oO i hen k() .. k.- coo ,1("').
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a 0 a k(1) or in the general case of P 0 0, when + k-1)z_ 2 , or Xn

ak(O) 0 (o)(1 i C & C ("travelling wave re-

sonance", Rydbeak (2]), are also of parametric nature. In

this case, (0) . 300 and 0 u 0, they occur when W1 " f.0

3± o(0/2, whereas the "ordinary" parametric resonance oc-

curs when w1  -2 w2/2.

/0 'I

0 CO o 20ov/z

Fig, 3.,5. The fir~st order amplitude R(-1) of the refloated

1 0 - .36a.

In the next case we still assume that the mean value

of a 2 is S 0 but assume that 0 a W2/0oo The first order

amplitude R -1) of the reflected W I -W 2 wave now varies

with 02/W1 as shown in Pie. , •5, The "drastic* Influence

of a dzifting disturbance (P A 0) Is evident! the pro-

vious *travelling wave" resonance point W 2/W1 a 0,5 now

to changed to w 2/W1 n 0.75, according to the relation

wl - W2= - (wj/2 -w2).
Finally, In order to demonstrate the influence of

the 9/6o-ratio, ' w have In Fie. 3,6 platted the first or-

der amplitude R(1') of the refloated it, - Q2 Wnave as a
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function of W 2/W 1, when e/eo - 1.44 and 8 2 /o 2 * It is
interesting to note that in this case the amplitude alwaMZ

remains finite.

1.0 •i,30

to ~ ~ -90loJo

0.49• - ,c- - - --• I•-- -• •"=

0.3 I

030

"'0.mt200 . -

o " ' o.•-,-2.0 -1/,

Fig. 3.6. The first order amplitude R('1) of the reflected

W I " W2 wave as a function of w2 /W1' when 8 0)2/02,
C/C° . 1.44, and •(O) = 300.

In Figs. 3.7-3.9 are sketched the amplitudes of the

different refracted u- " W 2 waves for the same values of

Sand C as for the reflected waves.

From Fig. 3.4 we noted that the refleoted

wave experienced parametric resonance when o)2 . 2w,, if

a 0. As far as the refracted waves are concerned this

resonance effects occurs only for the wave with k52 a

Ik_(O) as shown in Fig. 3.7. The other two resonancepcints,

W2/W1 a 0.5 and 1.5, will occur only for the wave with
kaa 1 k as also shown in Fig. 3.7.
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ORO

\Iit at

i j

0 05 10 5 2.0 S 30 W1-

J.0

to {----to

I \ .

of ,2 # wead'

FPSg. )3.7.The( f irst order amplitudes A(0) b('1) and

A"1 b"0" ofth ;le transmitted w0 i wavos as f'unotiLons



IIA

")k

R* \ 0" 0

50

20 1A~oa /. 04 .

Fig. 3oSo 2be first order amplItudes A(O) b(hl) and
A(h') b(0) of, th rnimto - w waves as r~tin

of e w1. *a 0 * .i "* (# ,Z) .30
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Note hat ol

lilt
OAF7 Ito

a4O I1

2o 2.%

40

So-

20.

/0t /m" (•t .."J.
A -k -kJ 2 kra

0 Z0 20 30 40 So

PLC. 3.9. The first order amplitudes A(o) b(-1) sad

A(-1) b(O) of the transmitted 41 -w2 waves ss funotions

of '02/*,l v •w2/o2, c/ce a 1.44, an 9(O) a o3,
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t. T�he Interactign between an obliggely inoident, VIMa_

olootromaaoetic wave and a Plane somi-infiite medim

with the dielectric constant .= 6 - jIY/) ,

+ Ac CoO(Nt . o),.
we have so far only considered media without losses.

In many practical cases, however, we must also take into

account the conductivity of the medium. If we denote the

conductivity by a and the dielectric constant by 6 the
complex dielectric constant 9' or the medium is defined

by the formula

•, = .- / .

Our calculations can now be done in the same way as in
the losslees ct~se, only replacing 6 by C'O.

Using the same notations as before the complex dieolo-
tric constant of mitliuu . (see rig. 4.1) can be written

Fig. 4.1. A plane olectromagnetic wave obliquely inoident
upon an oacilletinr, lossy, dielectric medium.

C'- - / + As 0os(W 2t - ox) (4.1)

where w is tho .r--,riar frequency of the wave under con-

sideration i.e. W1, W1 + W2 9 W1 - et*.
The weve equation in medium 2 is found to be, It we

assume M/ay - 0
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;_2 +72 (i we _ "
x Os 02 (4.2)

1 AC a2
2 - e _T [E co,(w2t - Px)]

02 at

where

0 2 - Vo 40

Using the same technique as in chapter 2 we expand

the solution of equation (4.2) in a series and get with

our previous notations

A(+1) A I (w1 + W 2 ) 2 AM

S2k'°'] - +(w 2W) + j -OW
2 X2 22N C

(4.3a)

J W 2) 2 , (0).
2C c2 -2k(O)J (W 2W)

2 2 2 2

(4. 3b)

It is interesting to note that the imaginary term in

the denominator will depend on the pump frequency W 2 °n-lZ

and not on the frequency w1 of the incident wave as might

be expected.

In order to obtain a solution, that satisfies the

boundary conditions, we introduce the same series as in the

lossless case, namely the expressions (2.4) and (2.5).

The b- and R-values are then, in the first order approxima-

tion, found to be 2k(0) COo (p(0)
A(O) b(O) .O n 0)con 9 1)+ k10)-

K0 1 2
(0)

inc 2k,1  
(4.4a)

kji + k12 J
R(0)

-.~ 3 no (0 (0)Skio •) coo Tjo+ k(O)
=0 S2

k(0) - k(0) 
(4.4b)

inc k( O) + o"~~ z Z2°k0'1+k_"
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A(O) b(+') -* J (w, + W2)

no2 w( +2kO2

x 1 2)1 2

2(2 uE 0  (1 2 z2

kjo) - kj' 2kjo)
x 2 2 1 (.b

k( k(T * ;R) + k( 0 ) 4.

A(o) b(-') AC (w - W2 2 . K

kj , kjo) 2kjo)

x 2 1 0 0(.a
k(', kr(T- l-;.. k(O) + ks0  I.a

(1 -2 )

zi c r 2a ) - "20[ - 0 1 j (~

k(o) - k(-') 2k(O)
F1 7T2 02 T)X O (4.6b)

k(-) k-' k +
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Thv !. t- iLd R•- Values are formaliy the same as in tne

lossleeso . •,a, be;ideo the j w2/Z term. The k-values in

medium 2, ha',-evor, are in aeneral complex quantities. The

dispersion relatio.as for the wI and wI - W2 waves in the

pumped medium can now be written [coopare (2.16a) and

(2.16b)]
2

]2 + [;,()]2 " ( - . , (

2

and

[k(4) - P]2 _ [k(-1)12
2•

c2(NJ - 2)2

2 - T- (4.8)

Since we h1a'e, in this case too, assumed medium 1 to

be a vacuum, the boundary conditions require k;(0)

( 0) sin q(O). This means that the imaginary part of k

in med 4tun 2 must be equal to the Imaginary part of k2'

i.e. the wave, a'. expected, v.2.1 be attenuated in the s-

direction only. Introducing

kz = kzx• 9. 1 (4-.9)
z 2 mk 1.V -ýi

we get for the w wayn

2

0)") 2 ±o' ] +
W 2 2 2 sir02 si2(l, *Oa)

1~~ 41 (022~
• ½ c- - k0  sin2 ., ' j ,• , *., o"/1

222

k.(0) *f. 4-k(0)85 ("M2  02 (4. 1 Ob)

I " , kO(O) 2 sin 2 ( (0) ) 2 + O •

22L
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For the a) -02 wasV we got similar ozpresslone which are

obtained from (4.1) (0W1 Is 1Bplioe by wl ft W2 and

kjo) si 4p(o) by ksin 9o1-3

The 3D-field In medium 2 now can be written

ino + (w 1 w2)t..z(k,(O).I~nq(40), 3W1S2

*A(I1)b(O)e ~2 9 r2+

+k1) f trkoi(0) , (1)
4sk fC jw)-zkO~ +0.k +'

*A~'ib ao j ( 1 rtzC4esn40.P lm

+ A(O)b(1')* 2

Since-) the 2 ane of rel0to 1r inapndntofl

these angles will be the same as in the loseless oase.

The angles of refraction are determined by the following

eupressions, using the same notations as befre,9 for the

4,and w11 - 402 waves, viz.

si p(0)
sin 4p(0) a si 1 (4.12a)

{i2 ,(0) a reja
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in(,. ýp (- I31rQ2 zre2

*,.(o }o)sin (p1o) - .
k0

o o

7*2 zre2

( si n <p(o) - • 2,

k T k(') ,0- 0

o in

The expressions for the tranmsission and reflection

coefficients will formaally be the same as in the lassie..

case but the A-, A-, and b-values given in (4o3)-(4.6)

must, of course, be used.

Finally we want to study the values of conductivity
and frequencies for which the lolss must be taken into

account.¢ For the simpler came • a 0, and c * CO) we can[rite R90.:1) like
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2 (o)

W1 1 1 10

2 2_ )n2 (O)+j(
0o 1s oI J 1W

2 .2 ,2
2 (O) W22 2 (0) 1_2) 0

W1 
o 

CO

(4.14)

where the upper sign is valid when w1> W2 and the lower

when w 2 >W,. In Fig. 4.2 are shown some curves of R(-')

for different values of O/w,1 (of Fig. 3.4)

5.0

so

2010

".oI • -. o, ...... I"•o

3. Si-iv

,o I1 /

Fig. 4,2. The first order amplitude R(') of the reflected
w - ci2 wave as a function of w2/WI when 0- and Cf(O)
1 2 2 /W 1
300, assuming different valuse of cl/W1 6
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With the exception of the frequenoy range at or near

the resonance points, where the C-term is the remaining

part of the denominator in (4.14), the influence of the

losses is small if 0/w 1 «o<< 1. For a value of 0 of 10"

mhoo/meter, 0/w 1 o w11 be less than 0.01 for frequencies

above 200 Mo/a. On the other handif Y is not greater

than 5 * 10"1 ishos/motor the same term will be < 0.01

for frequencies > I c/o.
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